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Shipment 
Tracking
Guarantee your product’s 
real-time location & conditions 
from origin to destination
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goods in real time

02. Benefits
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integrity throughout the
whole distribution chain

03. Features
Guarantee regulatory compliance 
with a low cost solution
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Learn how to deploy our 
solution in your business

05. Devices
Enjoy the simplicity of our 
small, ready-to-use devices
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Discover our history 
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Know the technology behind 
our tracking solutions
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Find out the different 
applications of our solution



01 / Solution

Real-time control through
multiple sensors

Shock detection

Motion detection

Geolocation

Humidity

Temperature

Accent System’s 
Shipment Tracking solution

Accent System's Shipment Tracking solution efficiently tracks the real-time 
position and environmental conditions of your shipped goods in real time.

Our small, ready-to-use trackers are equipped with multiple IoT sensors that 
report any potential hazard that might compromise the good's optimal shipment 
conditions. They can be attached to shipping containers, pallets or packages 
throughout the entire supply chain.

Shipment information is then stored on the cloud and displayed on an easy-to-
read, web-based dashboard or accessible through the API integrations.

§ Ensure "just-in-time" delivery

§ Gain new insights on the shipment conditions of your most valuable goods

§ Make better-informed business decisions



Benefits of using our 
Shipment Tracking solution

02 / Benefits

Prevent product loss by knowing where your goods are at all times

Save costs by replanning shipments right after incidents or delays

Be notified of delivered products in real time

Receive alerts whenever your goods enter or exit any premises 
(geofencing feature)

Generate reports that prove regulatory compliance in 
temperature-sensitive shipments

Analyze resulting data and optimize routes accordingly

Real-time control through
multiple sensors

Shock detection

Motion detection

Geolocation

Humidity

Temperature



03 / Features

Features of our 
Shipment Tracking solution

Customizable highly-precision 
sensors (GPS, accelerometer, 
temperature, pressure sensors, etc.)

Configurable push notifications and 
alerts upon shipment anomalies

User-friendly analytics module 
displaying shipment data

Scalable and integrable solution 
through the API

Connects to existing IoT mobile networks 

Low-cost and easy-to-deploy 

Serverless, cloud-based infrastructure

Flexible user and permission management

Optional reverse pickup feature available 
(trackers are collected at destination by our 
pickup services in USA, Europe & China)



04 / Use cases

Shipment Tracking 
in different industries
Learn the value of our solution 
in your specific sector



04 / Use cases

Logistics

§ Track exact position of your 
customer's goods throughout 
the entire supply chain

§ Be alerted of bumps, shocks 
and temperature deviations of 
moving goods

§ Automatically receive alerts 
whenever your client's goods 
leave any premises



04 / Use cases

Health care & 
Biopharma

§ Locate urgent medical 
equipment in a timely manner

§ Automatically confirm the arrival
of life-compromising or
expensive drugs

§ Monitor real-time temperature
and conditions of in-transit
medications to ensure
regulatory compliance



04 / Use cases

Cold Chain 
Monitoring

§ Anticipate and solve
temperature-related incidents of 
en-route fresh and frozen foods

§ Avoid environmental
contamination caused by
temperature-ruined goods

§ Obtain a detailed overview of 
the environmental conditions of 
your perishable products in 
different transport routes, at 
different seasons and in 
different vehicles



05 / Devices

Accent System's Shipment 
Tracking devices

Our Shipment Tracking components are 
reliable, easy to install and use, and 
have a long battery life. 

TRK STINGRAY

§ External temperature sensor

§ IoT communication technologies: 
GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IOT

§ Supported geolocation 
technologies: GNSS, WiFi, Cell ID, 
Bluetooth Beacon

§ Smart Battery Management

§ IP Code: IP66

§ Customizable measuring ranges, 
shipping times, alarms and push
notifications



05 / Devices

Accent System's Shipment 
Tracking devices

Our Shipment Tracking components are 
reliable, easy to install and use, and 
have a long battery life. 

TRK BLACK
PANTHER

§ IoT communication technologies: 
GPRS, LTEM/CATM1, NB-IOT

§ Supported geolocation
technologies: GNSS, Wi-Fi, Cell ID, 
Bluetooth Beacons

§ Sensors: Air pressure, 
motion and shock

§ Battery: up to 12 months

§ IP Code: IP66

§ Special features: Adjustable alarms 
and push notifications



06 / How it works

Deploying our Shipment Tracking 
solution in your business

Find out the architecture 
that best fits your needs



Initial setup

1. Order and receive your required
number of trackers.

2. Define traceable data (temperature, 
speed, shock detection, etc.).

3. Set up inmolecular software on
your existing ERP or CRM.

PICKUP OF TRACKERS AT DESTINATION (optional feature)

Once your goods reach their destination, Accent System's
trackers send out an automatic reverse pick-up order. One
of our partners collects them and takes them back for
maintenance to their charging station. New, ready-to-use 
trackers are sent to the client for the next transport.

06 / How it works



06 / How it works

Preparation of goods

1. Create a shipping note in your ERP. 
Scan its QR code.

2. Immediately scan the tracker's
QR code —both codes will be matched.

3. Place tracker inside the box.

PICKUP OF TRACKERS AT DESTINATION (optional feature)

Once your goods reach their destination, Accent System's
trackers send out an automatic reverse pick-up order. One
of our partners collects them and takes them back for
maintenance to their charging station. New, ready-to-use 
trackers are sent to the client for the next transport.



06 / How it works

Delivery confirmation

1. Get notified upon successful delivery
(SMS and ERP). Geofencing feature deploys.

2. Automatically receive alerts whenever
your goods leave the premises.

3. Check shipment-related data 
through website or API.

PICKUP OF TRACKERS AT DESTINATION (optional feature)

Once your goods reach their destination, Accent System's
trackers send out an automatic reverse pick-up order. One
of our partners collects them and takes them back for
maintenance to their charging station. New, ready-to-use 
trackers are sent to the client for the next transport.



07 / Inmolecular

Inmolecular, the technology
behind our tracking solutions

Accent System’s tracking solutions are based on our in-
house developed inmolecular software —a smart, secure, 
fast, and scalable IoT platform able to retrieve your
devices’ sensor data in real time, generate analytic
reports and display them in a user-friendly, cloud-based
dashboard or API.

■ Serverless cloud infrastructure

■ Optimized communications protocol

■ Industry standard security

■ Over-The-Air Firmware updates



08 / About us

About Accent Systems

Founded in 2007, Accent Systems is a
global provider of innovative track & trace, 
safe workplace, and access control
solutions. We make smart IoT devices
with in and outdoor location & live sensors, 
cloud solutions, and easy-to-use APIs.

Our solutions are capable to track current
and historical interactions between
individuals or assets while reporting
geolocation, environmental features, 
authorized accesses, and occupancy
control. We are also word-leading
manufacturers of NB-IoT and LTE-M
solutions, including iBeacon and
Eddystone.

WHERE TO FIND US?

■ Headquarters: Barcelona (Spain)
■ Offices: Barcelona & New York
■ R+D centers: Ahmedabad, Istanbul,  

Barcelona, and San Paolo
■ Production center: Barcelona (Spain)

OUR CORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS:

■ Track & Trace
■ Safe Workplace
■ Access Control
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